...Because university is being taught by cosmopolitans autists! « Listen to autists » – Alan (France), Owen (USA) – this is our first purpose.

...Because university is being taught by worldwide researchers: Eric Laurent, previous president of World Association of Psychanalysys, Sergio Laia, professor of psychopathology at the University FUMEC (Brazil), Sylvia Tendiarz, Professor – Chair in Autism (Argentina), Ariane Giacobino, medical geneticist, an associate at the Faculty of Medicine, University of Geneva (Switzerland), Dr. Daniel Griffin psychologist, Owen’s therapist (USA).

...Because university is being taught by worldwide autists’ parents: Mireille Battut, President of the association La main à l’oreille (France), Fabrice Bonnet, President of the association Autisme Pluriel (France), Eugénie Bourdeau, President of the association La tribu de Lulu (France), Brigitte Garnier, Secretary of the association Pélagie (France), Ivan Ruiz, President of the association TEAdir (Espagne), Ron Suskind, Life animated Foundation (Etats-Unis).

...Because university is being taught by professionals from all over Europe: Saint-Malo, Brussels, Mayenne, Fougères, Caen, Podensac, Laval, Rennes, Cenon, Leers, Saint-Brieuc, Combourg, Clermont-Ferrand, Aubervilliers Toulouse, Spain, Moscow...

...Because university is being taught by all professionals: educators, speakers, psychologists, nurses, therapists, foster care...

...Because university is being taught by directors of institutions: Jean-Pierre Rouillon, director of Centre Thérapeutique et de Recherche Nonette (Clermont-Ferrand), Dr Alexandre Stevens, director of Courtilt (Belgium).

...Because university is being taught by the debate between determinism and singularity.

...Because university is being taught by the fact that a freezer, flowers, a computer, an imitator, radio, weather, lego, a taste for travel, numbers, and letters, Versailles, stars, fish, plugs, clothing, film, a cat, a tiger, a cow, animated drawing, photography, figurines...prove to be therapeutic!

...Because university is being taught by this new concept that will exceed the sterile debates about the treatment of autism.

...Because this international symposium will open on the outlook that supporting all subjects whatsoever, beyond their autism, requires in the first place to support their affinities and inventions.

...Because you only have until Sunday to register online! A click is all it takes...Follow the mouse!

http://affinitytherapy.sciencesconf.org

Online registration and information
Personal: 60 €
Professional: (53 35 P002335): 90 €
Job researcher: 15 €